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We are writing to you in the context of the campaign for the August 30 House of Representatives election.

The International Commission on Nuclear Non-proliferation and Disarmament (ICNND), Co-chaired by former foreign 

ministers of Japan and Australia, Yoriko Kawaguchi and Gareth Evans, was established in October 2008. The ICNND 

will meet in Hiroshima this October. It aims to promote real nuclear disarmament through vigorous discussions towards 

the production of an action-oriented report and by lobbying political leaders throughout the world.

The ICNND Japan NGO Network was formed in January this year in order to convey to this International Commission 

the voices from the civil society of the A-bombed country Japan. We sent a delegation of Hibakusha to the ICNND's 

Washington meeting and have held round-table discussions with Co-chairs Kawaguchi and Evans. Our objective is to 

ensure that the ICNND's report provides impetus to US President Obama's vision of a nuclear-free world and that next 

spring's  (2010)  Non-proliferation  Treaty (NPT) Review Conference  generates  an  irreversible  trend  towards  nuclear 

disarmament.

The responsibility to work for a nuclear-free world does not lie only with the US, Russia and the other nuclear weapon-

possessing nations.  It  is the responsibility  of  all  nations to  work to  this end.  In particular, given Japan’s policy of 

depending for its security on the US nuclear umbrella (extended deterrence), we believe that the Japanese public should 

seriously debate the problems of extended deterrence and that the outcome of such a debate will have great influence on 

global developments in regard to nuclear disarmament.

In this light, we are seeking the views of your party/organization about Japan's policy of depending on the US nuclear 

umbrella (extended deterrence). By publishing the responses to the questionnaire, we hope to provide material to assist 

people voting in the forthcoming election. We look forward to receiving your considered responses to the four questions 

in the attached questionnaire.



Deadline for responses: August 10 (Monday)

Method of response: Send the completed questionnaire by post or fax to the address below.

Publication of results: through such means as a press conference, publication on web sites, and public meetings.

Co-chairs  of  the  International  Commission  on  Nuclear  Non-proliferation  and  Disarmament  (ICNND)  Japan  NGO 

Network:

Haruko Moritaki (Hiroshima Alliance for Nuclear Weapons Abolition (HANWA))

Masayoshi Naito (Japan Association of Lawyers against Nuclear Arms)

Terumi Tanaka (Japan Confederation of A- and H- Bombs Sufferers’ Organization. 

(Nihon Hidankyo))

Masao Tomonaga (Nagasaki Citizens' Assembly for the Elimination of Nuclear Weapons)

ICNND Japan NGO Network

C/- PEACE DEPOT, Hiyoshi-Guene 1st Floor, 1-30-37-4 Hiyoshi Hon-cho

Kohoku-ku, Yokohama 223-0062, JAPAN

TEL: 81-45-563-5101 FAX: 81-45-563-9907
e-mail: office@peacedepot.org http://icnndngojapan.wordpress.com/



Questionnaire Concerning the Nuclear Umbrella (Deterrence)

(Question and Response Form)

Name of Party/Organization:     　　　　 　　　　　　　　  

Responsible Officer:                                 　　　　　　　　　　  

Phone:     　　　　　　　　 　  Fax:  　　　　　　　　　　  

※Please circle the numbers of the appropriate responses.
※If you select “other”, please specify details.
※Please write reasons for your selections in the boxes provided.

Question 1: Japan currently has a policy of depending on the US nuclear umbrella (nuclear deterrence). 
What is your opinion about this policy?

①　The policy is appropriate, so Japan should remain under the nuclear umbrella.

②　Japan should aim to withdraw from the nuclear umbrella in future.

③　Japan should withdraw from the nuclear umbrella immediately.

④　Other（　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　 ）

Reasons: Please give the reasons for your selection.

Question 2: In regard to the role of the US nuclear umbrella, assuming that it will continue for some 
time, to what threats should it apply?

①　It should apply only to threats and attacks by nuclear weapons.

②　It should apply only to threats and attacks by nuclear weapons and other weapons of mass 

destruction (biological weapons and chemical weapons).

③　 In  addition  to  threats  and  attacks  by nuclear  weapons  and  other  weapons  of  mass  

destruction, it should apply to threats and attacks in general, including conventional weapons.

④　Other（ ）

Reasons: Please give the reasons for your selection.



Question 3: The argument that, as a first step towards nuclear disarmament, the nuclear weapon states 
should make “no first use” commitments (i.e. state that they will not be the first to use nuclear weapons) 
is being debated in the ICNND and other international fora. What is your opinion about the suggestion 
that Japan should lobby the US to make a “no first use” commitment?

 ① Agree unconditionally

 ② Agree with conditions

（Conditions: ）

 Disagree③

 Other④ （ ）

Reasons: Please give the reasons for your selection.

Question 4: What are the necessary conditions for Japan to aim to withdraw from the nuclear umbrella, or to 
reduce its dependence on US nuclear deterrence?

①　Create a nuclear-weapon-free/peace regional framework 

(for example, a Northeast Asia Nuclear Weapon Free Zone)

②　Put in place or strengthen non-nuclear conventional forces.

③　Consider Japan acquiring its own nuclear weapons.

④　The first priority is for Japan to withdraw from the nuclear umbrella.

⑤　It is not necessary to consider withdrawing from the nuclear umbrella, or changing Japan’s level 

of dependence on US nuclear deterrence.

⑥　Other（ ）

Reasons: Please give the reasons for your selection.

Thank you for your cooperation.


